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Indonesia has a long and rich history of music which can be traced back to the third 
century. It is a mix of Indian, Arabian and Asian styles and uses many different types of instruments which 
gives it its unique sound which can be very foreign sounding to Western ears. Because the nation is made up of 
over 17,000 islands,  there are hundreds of different styles of music, but the most important and popular style 
to come out of Indonesia is called gamelan. There are several styles of gamelan which come from different 
Indonesian Islands, but the most common styles are from Java and it’s neighboring island of Bali.

In indonesian, the word gamelan means 
‘to hit or strike’ and is an ensemble of 
approximately fifteen mostly metallic 
percussion instruments with gong or 
“bell” like sounds.  It is the music which 
is used in any important Indonesian ritual 
or ceremony such as weddings, birthdays 
and funerals,  meditation, cleansing 
rituals and social community events.
It is also the music which accompanies 
the traditional form of puppet theatre in 
Indonesia called Wayang . 

The instruments of the gamelan are built then tuned to a specific scale. Each gamelan set only plays in one 
scale. The instruments also stay together as a whole set which cannot be swapped with other groups. Each 
gamelan has an individual and authentic sound to it and is tuned to either a five note scale called sléndro or a 
seven note scale called a pélog. 

In the middle of the ensemble are the main melody instruments which are called the Balungan. This section of 
the ensemble includes instruments such as a family of bronze metallphones called Saron and Slenthem. 

The balungan(main melody)is punctuated by the larger gongs called the Gong Ageng and kempul and the 
horizontally-mounted gongs called the kenong, kethuk and kempyang at the back of the gamelan. 

The front section of the ensemble embellishes the main melody and may include instruments such as the 
Bonang ( a collection of small gongs mounted on a frame),  Gendèr(multi octave metallophone), Rebab (a type 
of stringed fiddle with a spike on the bottom so it’s also often refered to as the spiked fiddle),
Gambang (xylophone), Siter (which is a plucked zither) and a Surling (a bamboo flute).  

The ensemble may also include a Gérong which is a male chorus and a Pesindhèn which is a solo female 
vocalist.The whole gamelan is co-ordinated by the drummer in the centre of the ensemble, playing a selection 
of Kendhang (double-headed drums).

Gamelan music is often repetitive or cyclic in nature which means the same rhythms and melodies are often 
used over again and again and are indicated by the strikes of the gong. Some people believe that the Gamelan 
can lead the mind into a deep trance and help with meditation. 

When the famous composer Claude Debussy first heard Gamelan music at a world fair in 1889, he spent hours 
listening to it, transcribing melodies and examining the instruments and their tunings. After he heard this style 
of music, he used a whole tone scale (which is similar to the sound of Indonesian scales) extensively in his own 
compositions. 

A selection of gamelan instruments
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Indonesia has a long and rich history of music which can be traced back to the third century. It is a mix of 

Indian, Arabian and Asian styles and uses many different types of instruments which gives it its unique sound 

which can be very foreign sounding to Western ears. Because the nation is made up of over 17,000 islands,  

there are _________ of different styles of music, but the most important and popular World Music style to 

come out of Indonesia is called G_________. There are several styles which come from different Indonesian 

Islands, but the most common styles are from J____ and it’s neighboring island of B___.

In indonesian, the word gamelan means ‘to ___ or _______’ and is an ensemble of approximately fifteen 

mostly metallic percussion instruments with gong or “bell” 

like sounds.  It is an integral part of any important Indonesian 

ritual or ceremony such as weddings, birthdays and funerals,  

meditation, cleansing rituals and social community events. It 

is also the music which accompanies the traditional form of 

puppet theatre in Indonesia called W_____________. 

The instruments of the gamelan are built and tuned to a specific scale and each gamelan set only plays in ____ 

scale. Each gamelan has an individual and authentic sound to it and is tuned to either a five note scale called 

_________ or a seven note scale called a ________. 

In the middle of the ensemble are the main melody instruments which are called the ___________. This section 

of the ensemble includes bronze metallphones called ______ and ___________. 

The balungan(main melody) is punctuated by the larger gongs called the ________ _______ and ________ 

The horizontally-mounted gongs are called the kenong, kethuk and kempyang at the back of the gamelan.

 

The front section of the ensemble embellish the main melody and includes instruments such as the  _______ (a 

collection of small gongs mounted on a frame),  and  ____________ (multi octave metallophone).

The whole gamelan is co-ordinated by the drummer in the centre of the ensemble, playing a selection of 

______________ (double-headed drums).

Gamelan music is often ___________ or _________ in nature which means the same rhythms and melodies are 

often used over again and again and are indicated by the strikes of the gong. Some people believe that the 

Gamelan can lead the mind into a deep trance and help with meditation. 

When the famous composer Claude D_________ first heard Gamelan music at a world fair in 1889, he spent 

hours listening to it, transcribing melodies and examining the instruments and their tunings. After he heard this 

style of music, he used a whole tone scale for the first time and used this idea in his own compositions from 

this time on. 
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 ACROSS
6 A large gong
7  Indonesian word for the melody   
 instruments in the Gamelan
8  A famous composer influenced by the  
 Gamelan
9  Indonesian word for a xylophone
11  Indonesian word for a traditional   
 form of puppet theatre
    
 DOWN
1  Each set of gamelan plays only one  
 ________
2  A bamboo flute in Indonesian
3  The most popular form of traditional  
 music from Indonesia
4  An island in Indonesia, and famous  
 tourist destination
5  A type of stringed fiddle
6  An Indonesian word for
 double-headed drums
10  A collection of small gongs mounted  
 on a frame

Draw a line between the picture of each of the 
instruments of the gamelan on the left and its 
name to the right:
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Crossword

Kempul

Saron

Slenthem

Kenong

Kendhang

A W K C J P X U O O R J E A K
K N H E W O K W R L A C I D R
R B G J C E G E T V Y S T V O
N A Z K L A H N A L E M A G N
I L T E L T K R U N L H S Z C
L I L I I U F N O F L U T E O
O E R Z U K N D E Y T I J S N
I P K J K G N G P N Z Y Y W G
V E V G G I G K M U R D  P K I
X Y L O P H O N E N J B C N Q
P R I V Q Y S M G J U D I K B
P R S H O X Y C Q N H A N C F
Q R S J P W Y H Y S O K K I M
J X B A T B Y N E A M G W M K

ANGKLUNG         
JAVA
BALI              
KECAK
DRUM              

KRONCONG
FLUTE             
UKELELE
GAMELAN          
VIOLIN

GONG              
XYLOPHONE
GUITAR           
ZITHER
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 Lesson Ideas
 
 Younger Students

Show your students a video of an Indonesian puppet show (wayang theatre). Select a gamelan piece of 
music that could accompany a short puppet show. Instruct students in groups of three or four to create 
their own two-dimensional puppets out of card stock and to create their own shadow puppet story line that 
will mesh with the gamelan song you have chosen. After the groups have had enough time to prepare, allow 
each group to perform for the rest of the class.

Teach the class about the scales used in gamelan: the slendro, a five-note scale, and the pélog, a seven-
note scale. Write an example of each of the scales’ notes on the board. Sing the notes to them and have 
them repeat after you. You can also teach them the notes’ names: for slendro they are “pannunggal, gulu, 
dada, lima and enam”; for pélog the notes are named “bem, gulu, dhada, papat, lima, nem, barang.” 

Visit the following site for an example of the notes and sound of each scale:
 http://www.oddmusic.com/gallery/hang/hang_files/

 Older Students

After the students have learned about the instruments gamelan musicians play and watched some 
videos, organize a game of charades. Write gamelan instrument names on scraps of paper. Encourage 
a student to come to the front of the class, draw an instrument name from a hat and pretend he is 
playing that particular instrument. The first student to guess which instrument he is acting out gets to 
act out the next instrument.

This website may be helpful for this activity:
 http://www.southbankcentre.co.uk/minisite/gamelan/about-gamelan/

According to the University of Lethbridge, gamelan from Java is “predictable and orderly,” whereas 
Balinese gamelan is “virtuosic with more fluctuations in dynamics and tempo.” With the class, listen 
to gamelan pieces from both Indonesian regions and discuss the similarities and differences between 
both styles. For a more advanced class you can discuss the cyclic structures of Javanese gamelan, 
such as the ketawang with 16 beats per cycle and the ladrang with 32 beats per cycle. 

 

http://www.oddmusic.com/gallery/hang/hang_files/
http://www.southbankcentre.co.uk/minisite/gamelan/about-gamelan/
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 Listening Activity
 After your students have had the chance to listen to some gamelan pieces, test whether they can   
 recognize this style from other Indonesian music forms. Play gamelan songs interspersed among   
 other styles such as tembang sunda, kroncong, kecak and modern pop. Ask the class to guess   
 whether a song is a gamelan piece or not. Use the songs in the YouTube section for gamelan pieces.  
 Here are some YouTube links for other Indonesian styles:

 Tembang Sunda:
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q21r39raqVY

 Anklung Orchestra:
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XKuvCzP_xr4

 Kroncong:
  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VyZmdWh3RYw

 Kecak - a beautiful clip of the kecak “monkey chant” from the movie Baraka:
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RkxuPxdsZ58

 Modern/Hip-hop - Kroncong Protocol performed by Bondan Prakoso
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uzXov472XEw

  Listening List
 Udan Mas (Golden Rain), a well known Javanese gamelan song

 The Madness of the Night and the Woven Stars by Feliz Anne R. Macahis - performance theatre   
 that includes various gamelan instruments and voices

 Pagodas, composed by Claude Debussy – the piece demonstrates how Debussy was inspired by   
 gamelan music

 Angklung Kebyar, a Balinese galimen song

 Taruna Jaya, an example of the kotekan, a characteristic of Balinese gamelan where two    
 musicians play interlocking rhythms

 SambaSunda: Ecek - a modern gamelan fusion orchestra from Bandung, Indonesia

 Kethroprakan SI, Myr: Ladrang Asmaradana
 

	 You	can	find	free	links	to	find	this	listening	list	on	Youtube,	plus	itunes	download	links	for	resources		
 in the listening list in the resources area for this unit. 
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 Resource List
The Virtual Javanese Gamelan – Listen to, play and compose gamelan music 
 http://www.wcsmusic.org.uk/modulegamelan.asp

A comprehensive site that discusses gamelan music both from Bali and Java, describes the instruments 
and has sample recordings
 http://www.seasite.niu.edu/Indonesian/budaya_bangsa/Gamelan/Main_Page/main_page.htm/ 

National Geographic article on gamelan music 
 http://worldmusic.nationalgeographic.com/view/page.basic/genre/content.genre/
 gamelan_721/en_US 

A discussion on the influence of gamelan music on Claude Debussy
 http://brenthugh.com/debnotes/gamelan.html

Listening to Balinese Gamelan: A Beginner’s Guide
 http://cnx.org/content/m15795/latest/ 
A helpful slide show
 http://classes.uleth.ca/200703/musi3721y/Power%20Point/Indonesia.ppt

Pictures of the gamelan instruments and a map of how they are arranged on the stage
 http://cfsworldmusic.wikispaces.com/Indonesia--Gamelan

 YouTube Links
The Southbank Centre offers several instructional YouTube videos on how to play some 
gamelan instruments
 http://www.southbankcentre.co.uk/minisite/gamelan/about-gamelan/

Some audio samples of SambaSunda, the modern gamelan fusion orchestra from Bandung, Indonesia
 http://www.kapa-productions.com/sambasunda/music.htm

Mission Impossible theme song performed by Kuaetnika and featuring gamelan instruments
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1h5dcjRIQ-E

A gamelan gong kebyar, a modern style of gamelan music from Bali
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ldPMifPbngc

A performance by community gamelan group Sekaa Gong Nila Kusuma
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STKBTRbRFq0 
The Bandung Institute of Technology (Indonesia) choir sings Gamelan, a song that imitates the music 
style’s instruments.
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 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7-prEAmhqxw

A Javanese gamelan orchestra accompanied by singers
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_TKY1sfi_O0 
A mini documentary on wayang, traditional Javanese-Indonesian puppet theatre, featuring 
galeman music
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pfydro4X2t0

An exciting gamelan performance by Cudamani from Bali
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2EXzfpS6WK4

An excerpt from The Madness of the Night and the Woven Stars by Feliz Anne R. Macahis
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3WmRhWfrP9A

Claude Debussy: Pagodas
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qxDjLhy3aRk

Tabuh Kreasi Banyumas: Angklung Kebyar
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YjBD1kaY4QQ

Putu Putrawan and Wayne Vitale: Taruna Jaya (an example of kotekan)
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RbCuEOXvuoE

Kethroprakan SI, Myr: Ladrang Asmaradana
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fth56Gd7_rw
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